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Opel GT Source’s coolest product is our Aluminum Radiator.  
Installation into an Opel GT not only looks nice, but helps  
reduce heat (and helps longevity of your engine and related parts). 
 

Opel GT Source developed this product, after we observed  
that original Opel GT radiators tanks and cores typically became 
rotted out, and shops asked hundreds of dollars for replacements 
(which often didn’t stand up to the demands of modern driving). 

Opel GT Source designed this Aluminum Radiator  
with improved features for the classic Opel GT.  
 

The primary upgrade is improved heat radiation,  
which is so much more efficient that owners rarely,  
if ever, see temperatures that exceed the “half-way”  
mark on the dashboard temperature gauge. 
 

Its slim-line design helps preserve space within the 
tight GT underhood area, and it uses lighter materials 
to save weight (about 5lbs. less than the original). 
We also added a convenient bottom drain plug outlet 
(a feature that was missing from the original).  
 

We replicated the factory mount and hose locations 
for a quick bolt-on, which means you can install it  
using original Opel GT hardware (including a shroud). 
We also include tech notes, to help guide your installation. 

 

Perhaps best of all, it is available at a great low price! 

Using available OGTS parts and our supplied “tech notes,” our Aluminum Radiator  
is a true “bolt-on” design that you can install on your classic Opel GT at home. 
 

But the OGTS Aluminum Radiator is just a part of a complete lineup of Opel GT Cooling System parts.  
 

You can check our catalogs or the www.opelgtsource.com website, for additional information on  
mounts, hoses, caps, fan blades and fan belts, thermostats, and other parts recommended for installation. 

Why upgrade a radiator? 
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Special Features 

Original GT cooling systems are no longer adequate for many mod-
ern driving conditions (particularly when many classic GT’s have 
our performance parts, like the popular 2.0L engine upgrade). 
 

You can observe your GT temperature gauge, sitting at a stoplight 
on a typical hot Summer day. If it exceeds “halfway” it is a 
“warning” that your cooling system needs help (if it reaches red, 
critical engine damage, such as cylinder head cracking, may result). Yellow = Warning 

Red = Engine damage may result 
 

vs. Green (= Good to Go). 


